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In this paper we present a one dimensional dynamic model of a PEM fuel cell applied to the

design of a mobile backup system for uninterruptable power units. The fuel cell is modeled

using a finite difference approach where mass and energy balance equations are applied

locally together with the pertinent equations of the electrochemical model yielding the

profiles of any relevant thermodynamic and electrochemical cell variable. An accurate

analysis of the membrane humidification is included based on state of the art models

available in literature.

In this system the fuel cell is fed by pure hydrogen taken from a lithium hydride

hydrogen storage while ambient air is supplied to the cathode by an inverter-fed electric

motor fan. A preliminary design of the main components is provided for a target operating

time of 48 h. Dynamic simulations are then carried out applying to the fuel cell the actual

electricity load of a computer file server that was experimentally measured by a power

measurement device over a period of 0.5 h. Results of the simulations show that with an

appropriate choice of the controllers parameters it is possible to maintain effective cell

operation under different load variations keeping the key variables of the fuel cell within

the desired set point targets.

Copyright ª 2012, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.
1. Introduction combination of PEM fuel cells with electricity storage devices
The proton exchange membrane (PEMs) fuel cells are consid-

ered a promising power source in many applications as they

show several advantageous properties such as fast startup,

high efficiency, low-temperature operation, high power

density and favorable power-to-weight ratio. Typical appli-

cations are transportation, stationary cogeneration and

portable power [1e7]. Recent advances in the cell technology

have also opened the way for commercialization in the field of

Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS) and backup power

market, showing the possibility to reach wide scale applica-

tion [8e12]. Normally these systems are based on the
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such batteries or supercapacitors yielding the so called hybrid

power sources that make the best use of the advantages of

each individual device [13]. Recently also, some studies have

focused on modeling and control of hybrid UPS systems

[13e17]. The main function of UPS is that once the utility grid

is shut down, it could immediately supply power to sustain

machine operation for a period of time until power supply is

back to normal. When employed to supply power units in off-

grid systems, the challenge is to meet the power demands of

varying loads. The control system has to ensure that the key

parameters of the fuel cell are in their optimal values to allow

an effective operation and avoid degradation that could
ublications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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damage the fuel cell stack. One of the important tools in the

optimization study of fuel cell performances is computational

modeling, which can be used to reveal the fundamental

phenomena taking place in the fuel cell, predict performances

under different operating conditions, show the distribution

profiles of various dependent variables and ultimately opti-

mize the design of the fuel cell system. There are many pub-

lished mathematical models of PEM fuel cell in the literature

with various level of complexity and they could be classified

according to Ref. [18] into three categories: (i) steady state

mathematical models based on empirical equations, (ii) one

dimensional dynamical models and (iii) two and three

dimensional models based on NaviereStokes equations. A

good review of these models and their relevant calibration

parameters can be found in [19].

In this paper we present a one dimensional finite differ-

ence dynamicmodel of a PEM fuel cell applied to the design of

amobile PEMpower backup system. The degree of detail of the

model can be considered appropriate for the purpose of this

study, while more complex solutions (i.e. two or three

dimensional analysis of the fuel cell) although more accurate,

are generally unpractical in term of computational time when

transient analysis are carried out at system level. The PEM

model is integrated with the necessary Balance of Plant (BoP)

components model and it is employed to prove the feasibility

of a PEM system for use as a back up power supply. For this

purpose the actual electricity load of a computer file server

was experimentally measured by a power measurement

device and applied to the fuel cell over a period of 0.5 h.

Dynamic simulations are carried out with Aspen Custom

Model [20] to determine an appropriate control strategy and

maintain the fuel cell close to optimized operating conditions

under the load changes.
2. PEM model development

A fuel cell unit normally consists of many cells combined to

reach the desired power level. Each cell is composed of several

channels depending on the manufacturing technology. Since

the number of flow channels in the bipolar plate can be quite

large, a numerical simulation of the whole cell results in

a computationally demanding task. Therefore, a typical

element is usually separated from the fuel cell in the

computational domain. Then, based on the assumption that

the process is periodic from channel to channel, such an

element can be regarded as the representation of the entire

fuel cell unit [21,22].

Following this approach, in this model, the planar co-flow

unit cell is divided axially in a desired number of intervals

following a finite difference modeling method. Each interval

consists of six sub-sections as shown in Fig. 1: anode channel,

cathode channel, solid phase (representing the membrane,

the electrodes, catalysts and the gas diffusion layer) the anode

and cathode bipolar plate and a refrigerant fluid channel that

removes the heat from the fuel cell. It is worth noting that this

approach provides a better representation of the actual cell

assembly with respect to existing along the channel models

[23e25] where the bipolar plates are not considered in the

calculation domain and the cooling fluid is in direct contact
with the Membrane Electrode Assemblies (MEA). Within each

interval, mass and energy balance equations are applied

locally together with the pertinent equations of the electro-

chemical model. An accurate analysis of the membrane

humidification is included, similar to the approach presented

in [23,24,26]. The model’s governing equations are reported in

sections 2.1e2.3.
2.1. Mass balance

For the mass balance in the flow channels, the chemical

species considered are H2 and H2O for the anode and O2, N2

and H2O for the cathode. Mass balance equations and the

corresponding boundary conditions are reported below:

Anode channel:

vCH2 ;V

vt
¼ �uV

vCH2 ;V

vx
� j
2FHV

(1)

CH2 ;V

��
x¼0

¼ C0
H2 ;V

(2)

vCH2O;V

vt
¼ �uV

vCH2O;V

vx
� a

j
FHV

(3)

CH2O;V

��
x¼0

¼ C0
H2O;V (4)

Cathode channel:

vCO2 ;III

vt
¼ �uIII

vCO2 ;III

vx
� j
4FHIII

(5)

CO2 ;III

��
x¼0

¼ C0
O2 ;III

(6)

vCN2 ;III

vt
¼ �uIII

vCN2 ;III

vx
(7)

CN2 ;III

��
x¼0

¼ C0
N2 ;III

(8)

vCH2O;III

vt
¼ �uIII

vCH2O;III

vx
þ j

2FHIII
þ a

j

FHIII
(9)

CH2O;III

��
x¼0

¼ C0
H2O;III (10)

It is worth noting that the equations above completely

describe the water balance on the fuel cell considering the

effect of (i) water generated by the electrochemical reaction

(second term on the right hand side in Eq. (9)); (ii) net water

flow through the membrane due to the combined effect of

osmotic drag and back diffusion by concentration and pres-

sure gradients (second term on the right hand side in Eq. (3)

and the third term on right hand side of Eq. (9)). The latter

contribution is modeled through the definition of the param-

eter a calculated according to [23] as:

a ¼ nd � F
j
D�cw;c � cw;a

HIV
� cw;c þ cw;a

2

kp

m

F
j

Pw;c � Pw;a

HIV
(11)

where the various terms of Eq. (11) are taken from Refs. [23,24]

and calculated with the expressions reported in Table 1.

AnyH2O phase change (i.e. condensation or evaporation) in

the flow channels is taken into account on the basis of the

local conditions (H2O partial pressure and local temperature).
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Fig. 1 e Finite portion of the PEM.
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Ideal gas behavior is assumed at anode and cathode streams

to determine the inlet molar concentrations at feed

conditions.

2.2. Energy balance

The energy balances and boundary conditions are given by

Eqs. (16)e(27). The energy balances consider the thermal

fluxes between the gas streams and the solid parts of the cell

to be fully described by convection assuming a constant heat

transfer coefficient. The thermal fluxes along the solid parts of

the cell are modeled using Fourier’s law of heat conduction.

Given the relatively low operating temperature, radiative heat

exchange is neglected. The electrochemical reactions take

place in the solid portion of the PEM as shown in Fig. 1.

Therefore, the enthalpy fluxes associated with the flow of

oxygen and hydrogen to the solid phase and the flow of water

from the solid phase are taken into account in the solid heat

balance (fourth term on the right-hand side of Eq. (22)) while

the second term on the right-hand side of Eqs. (20) and (24)
Table 1 e Equations required to compute the terms in Eq.
(11).

nd ¼
�
0:0049þ 2:02aa � 4:53a2

a þ 4:09a3
a aa � 1

1:59þ 0:159ðak � 1Þ aa > 1
(12)

aa ¼ xw;aP
Psat
w;a

¼
 

Mv
w;a

Mv
w;a þMH2

!
P

Psat
w;a

ac ¼ xw;cP
Psat
w;c

¼
 

Mv
w;c

Mv
w;c þMO2

þMN2

!
P

Psat
w;c

(13)

cw;k ¼

8>><
>>:

rm;dry

Wm;dry

�
0:043þ17:8ak �39:85a2

k þ36a3
k

�
ak � 1 k¼ a;c

rm;dry

Wm;dry
ð14þ1:4ðak �1ÞÞ ak > 1 k¼ a;c

(14)

D� ¼ ndD0exp

�
2416

�
1

303
� 1
TIV

�	
(15)
refers to the enthalpy fluxes pertinent to the cathode and

anode channels. Similarly, the enthalpy fluxes associated

with the net water migration through themembrane owing to

the effect of water osmotic drag and back diffusion by

concentration and pressure gradients are accounted in Eq.

(20), (third term on right hand side), (22) (fifth term on right

hand side) and (24) (third term on right hand side). The flow

internal energy, e, in Eqs. (20) and (24) is calculated, according

to the definition, as e ¼ h�P/r where, assuming ideal gas

behavior, the enthalpy h is obtained for each species as

a function of the local temperature hi ¼ Dh0
i þ

Z T

Tref

cp$dT being

Dh0
i the enthalpy of formation of specie i. In spite of the

temperature gradient expected along the cell (for the condi-

tions considered here, about 40 �C for the cathodic stream and

10 �C for the solid parts and anodic stream), heat capacities

and densities of solid structures and bipolar plate, as well as

gas velocities are determined for the inlet conditions and are

kept constant along the cell, in order to achieve a more

computationally tractable model. This assumption is reported

valid for the previously developed models [21] and is thus also

considered applicable in this case.

Cooling fluid channel (I):

rIcp;I
vTI

vt
¼ � _mIcp;I

WHI

vTI

vx
þ UI;IIðTII � TIÞ 1

HI
þ UI;VIðTVI � TIÞ 1

HI
(16)

TIjx¼0 ¼ T0
I (17)

Cathode side bipolar plate (II):

rIIcp;II
vTII

vt
¼ lII

v2TII

vx2
þ UI;IIðTI � TIIÞ 1

HII
þ UII;IIIðTIII � TIIÞ 1

HII
(18)

lII
vTII

vx

����
x¼0

¼ Uinf

�
TII � Tinf

�
lII
vTII

vx

����
x¼L

¼ �Uinf

�
TII � Tinf

�
(19)

Cathode channel (III):

vCIIIeIII
vt

¼� uIII
vCIIIhIII

vx
þ j
2F

�
hH2O;IV � 1

2
hO2 ;III

�
1
HIII

þ a
j
F
hH2O;IV

1
HIII

þ UII;IIIðTII � TIIIÞ 1
HIII

þ UIII;IVðTIV � TIIIÞ 1
HIII

(20)
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TIIIjx¼0 ¼ T0
III (21)
Solid phase (IV):

rIVcp;IV
vTIV

vt
¼lIV

v2TIV

vx2
þ UIII;IVðTIII � TIVÞ 1

HIV
þ UIV;VðTV � TIVÞ 1

HIV

þ j
2F

�
hH2 ;V þ 1

2
hO2 ;III � hH2O;IV

�
1
HIV

þ a
j
F

�
hH2O;V � hH2O;IV

� 1
HIV

� jVcell
1
HIV

ð22Þ

lIV
vTIV

vx

����
x¼0

¼ Uinf

�
TIV � Tinf

�
lIV

vTIV

vx

����
x¼L

¼ �Uinf

�
TIV � Tinf

�
(23)

Anode channel (V):

vCVeV
vt

¼ �uV
vCVhV

vx
� j
2F

hH2 ;V
1
HV

� a
j
F
hH2 ;V

1
HV

þ UIV;VðTIV � TVÞ 1

HV
þ UV;VIðTVI � TVÞ 1

HV
(24)

TVjx¼0 ¼ T0
V (25)

Anode side bipolar plate (VI):

rVIcp;VI
vTVI

vt
¼ lVI

v2TVI

vx2
þ UI;VIðTI � TVIÞ 1

HVI
þ UV;VIðTV � TVIÞ 1

HVI

(26)

lVI
vTVI

vx

����
x¼0

¼ Uinf

�
TVI � Tinf

�
lVI

vTVI

vx

����
x¼L

¼ �Uinf

�
TVI � Tinf

�
(27)

2.3. Electrochemical model

The electrochemical model addresses the calculation of the

electrical performance of the PEM yielding the cells potential,

current density profile and polarization losses. The adopted

equation for calculating the cell voltage is taken from [23]:

Vcell¼VOCþRTIV

2F
ln

8>><
>>:

�
PH2

ðxÞ�
�

djðxÞ
2FDH2

�	
�
�
PO2

ðxÞ�
�

djðxÞ
4FDO2

�	0:5

PH2OðxÞþ
�

djðxÞ
2FDH2O

�
9>>=
>>;

�RTIV

F
ln

2
664 jðxÞ
j0

�
PO2

ðxÞ� djðxÞ
4FDO2

�
3
775� jðxÞtm

smðxÞ ð28Þ

It applies locally and takes into account ohmic losses (fourth

term on the right-hand side), and diffusion and activation

losses (lumped together into the second and third term on the

right-hand side).

Voc is the open circuit potential that occurs when zero

current is delivered by the fuel cell and is calculated according

to the Nernst equation:

VOC ¼ V0 þ RTIV

2F
ln

 
PH2

$P0:5
O2

PH2O

!
(29)

Regarding the ohmic losses, it is assumed that the

membrane conductivity sm depends on the local membrane

humidification based on the water content on the anodic side
of the membrane cw,a. The following empirical expression is

adopted to determine sm in accord with [23e25]:

sm ¼
 
0:00514

Wm;dry

rm;dry

cw;a � 0:00326

!
exp

�
1268

�
1

303
� 1
TIV

�	

(30)

Themodel governing equation presented in sections 2.1 and

2.3, are implemented and solved using Aspen CustomModeler

package [20].
3. Fuel cell model validation

The model is validated on the basis of the characteristic curve

presented in Ref. [23] assuming the same input parameters

and operating data. Since no information is provided in terms

of conditions of the cooling fluid, a mass flow of

5.5 � 10�5 kg s�1 and an inlet-outlet temperature variation of

5 �C are assumed, while the inlet temperature is set to main-

tain a fixed average temperature of the solid phase (sub-

volume IV). The complete set of model input data is reported

in Table 2.

The calculated PEM characteristic curves are reported in

Fig. 2 and it shows good agreement with the reference data for

a resulting average solid phase temperature TIV,av in a range

between 85 and 95 �C.
Fig. 3 shows water transport through the membrane of the

fuel cell as defined by Eq. (11), where the net flow of water

molecules (a) is the result of the effect the osmotic drag (nd)

and back diffusion. The overall effect is a net migration of H2O

from the anode to the cathode side of the membrane. Values

of a are significantly high near the entrance of the fuel cell due

to the high partial pressure of water at anode stream (that

enters the fuel cell is in saturated condition), in contrast to the

dried cathode stream. The temperature distribution on the

solid phase is provided on the right axis of Fig. 3. The water

concentration along the anode side cw,a is depicted in Fig. 4

showing a marked influence on membrane conductivity and

consequently on the current density distribution. It is worth

noting that the water transport variables shown in Figs. 3 and

4 reflects those reported in Figs. 3 and 5 of Ref. [24] fromwhere

the cell physical parameters and operating conditions are

obtained. Also the solid phase temperature distribution (Fig. 3)

show a profile similar to that shown in Fig. 3(a) of reference

[23].
4. Application to a mobile back up power
supply

The fuel cell model described in the previous sections is

employed to prove the feasibility of a PEM system for use as

a back up power supply. For this purpose the actual electricity

load of a computer file server (HP EX490 MediaSmart Server)

was experimentally measured by a power measurement

device (Watts Up Pro USB Power Analyzer [27]) over a period of

0.5 h. The power measurement device operates at 120 V AC at

60 Hz and records a maximum of 15 A. The unit has

a measurement accuracy of þ/� 1.5%. The registered load

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.08.068
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Table 2 e Model input parameters [23,24].

Physical properties

Membrane density, rdry 2000 kg m�3

Equivalent weight of dry membrane, Wm,dry 1100 kg kmol�1

Water permeability, kp 1.58 � 10�18 m2

Intradiffusion coefficient of water

in membrane D0

5.5 � 10�11 m2s�1

H2 diffusion coefficient, DH2 10�10 m2s�1

HH2O diffusion coefficient, DH20 10�10 m2s�1

HO2 diffusion coefficient, DO2 10�10 m2s�1

Exchange current density, A m�2, j0 100 A$m�2

Bipolar plate heat capacitya cp,I 1000 J kg�1K�1

Bipolar plate densitya rI 2000 kg m�3

Bipolar plate thermal conductivitya, lI 20 Jm�1s�1K�1

Solid phase heat capacity cp,IV 1000 J kg�1K�1

Solid phase density rIV 2000 kg m�3

Solid phase thermal conductivity, lIV 0.5 J m�1s�1K�1

Convective heat transfer coefficient

in flow channels, UI,II, UIII,IV, UIV,V, Uinf

250 J m�2s�1K�1

Dimensions of the cell elements

Cell length, L 100 mm

Cell width, W 1 mm

Fuel and air channel height, HIII, HV 1 mm

Solid phase thickness, HIV 0.1375 mm

Bipolar plate thicknessa HI 5 mm

Diffusion layer thickness, d 0.01 mm

Membrane thickness, tm 0.1275 mm

PEM operating parameters

MH2,V 1.14 � 10�5 mol$s�1

MH2O,V Saturated condition

TV,in 80 �C
MO2,III 5.7 � 10�6 mol$s�1

MN2,III 0

MH2O,III 0

TIII,in 80 �C
Tinf 70 �C
ma

I 5.5 � 10�5 kg s�1

DTI
a 5 �C

a Assumed in this paper.

Fig. 3 e Distribution of PEM water transport variables (left

axis) and temperature profile of the PEM solid phase (right

axis). Input data as by Table 2.
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profile is plotted in Fig. 5, resulting in an average power

consumption of about 68W. The PEMmodel is integratedwith

the necessary BoP components as shown in Fig. 6. Pure

hydrogen is taken from the lithium hydride hydrogen storage
Fig. 2 e Comparison of the characteristic curve of the PEM

with reference data for different resulting values of solid

phase average temperature. Input data as by Table 2.
(A) and is heated and humidified to conditions of 75 �C and

100% RH through the heater/humidifier component (B) before

being fed to the PEM anode. A liquid water storage (C) provides

the necessary H2O for the release of hydrogen from the

lithiumhydride and for its humidification. The fuel valve (D) is

employed to regulate the fuel mass flow according to the load

power required, while the outlet fuel valve (E) provides the

required backpressure to the anode channel and regulates the

vented exhausts flow rate. Notably, when the valve is closed,

the anode can operate in dead-end mode with the valve

periodically opened to purge the anode of nitrogen buildup by

blowing hydrogen through the line [28]. In order to reduce the

auxiliary electricity consumption of the heater/humidifier e

mainly due to the enthalpy of vaporization of the liquid water

contained in the H2O storage (C) e part of the required heat is

recovered by cooling the cathode exhaust flow from 90 �C to 80
�C (in nominal condition). Ambient air is supplied from the air

fan (F) moved by the inverter-fed electric motor (G) and is

preheated to 50 �C through the recovery heat exchanger (H),

before being fed to the PEM cathode. Two PIDs are added to the

system: one (I) acts on the fuel valve opening, to maintain
Fig. 4 e Profiles of water concentration at the anode side of

the membrane (cw,a), membrane conductivity (sm) and

current density ( j ). PEM input data as by Table 2.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2012.08.068
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Fig. 5 e Measured power load of a computer file server (HP

EX490 MediaSmart Server).

Table 3 e Design data of the components of the PEM
system. Data refers to the average load power of 68Wand
to operating time of 48 h.

Fuel cell stack

Current density 5000 A$m�2

Fuel utilization 85%

Fuel flow 2.36 � 10�05 m3 s�1

(H2 with 100% RH)

Air flow 8.22 � 10�04 m3 s�1

(ambient air)

Anode input temperature 75 �C
Cathode input temperature 50 �C
Number of channelsa 170

Resulting singe cell voltage 0.73 V

Hydrogen storage

Technology Lithium Hydride

Hydrolysis [31]

Mass of lithium hydride 0.8 kg

Mass of water e

no water recovered from FC

1.8 kg

Mass of water e

50% water recovered from FC

0.9 kg

Volume of fuel 1.3 lit (packed

powder [31],)

Energy content 6.6 kWh

Heater/humidifier

Mass of water consumed e

no water recovered from FC

1.10 kg

Mass of water consumed e

50% water recovered from FC

0.55 kg

Gross energy consumption 772 Wh

Heat recovered from the cathode outlet 466 Wh

Net energy consumption 306 Wh

Air fan

Air volume flow 8.2 � 10�4 m3 s�1
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a constant fuel utilization factor of 85%; the other (J) regulates

the power supplied to the air fan motor, thus varying the

cathode air inlet mass flow to control the outlet temperature

of the cathode stream. In fact, given the rather small size of

the present fuel cell system, the heat can be removed by

passing excess air over the air cathode avoiding any external

cooling fluid. An auxiliary battery (K) is included into the

system to supply electricity to the auxiliaries, leaving the fuel

cell to provide only the power requested by the load. It also

supplies the required power during fuel cell start up.

The fuel cell system shown in Fig. 6 is designed with

reference to the nominal conditions, corresponding to the

average power requested by the load of 68 W and for an

operating time of 48 h. A preliminary design of the fuel cell

and themain BoP components is given in the following. All the

data are then summarized in Table 3.
Fig. 6 e PEM system layout: (A) lithium hydride hydrogen

storage, (B) fuel heater and humidifier, (C) liquid water

storage, (D) fuel valve, (E) outlet fuel valve, (F) air fan, (G) air

fan motor, (H) heat recovery air preheater, (I) fuel valve PID

controller, (J) fan motor PID controller, (K) auxiliary battery,

(L) current sensor, (M) H2 flow meter, (N) temperature

sensor. Temperature data reported in the figure refer to

nominal conditions.

Rotational speed 8824 rpm

Power 0.511 W

Overall energy consumption 25 Wh

Auxiliary battery

Technology Lithium ion

Mass energy density 140 Wh kg�1

Volume energy density 350 Wh lit�1

Energy required to run the auxiliaries 330 Wh

Mass 2.4 kg

Volume 0.94 lit

a Channel dimensions are as by Table 2.
4.1. Fuel cell

The PEM nominal condition are set at 5000 A/m2 with a fuel

utilization of 85% (i.e. 15% of the H2 supplied is eventually

vented through the outlet valve). The single unit PEM channel

considered in the model domain produces in these conditions

a power of about 0.4 W. Thus a stack of 170 channels that can

be arranged in 10 layers with 17 channels each, will provide

the average power required by the load of 68 W. The PEM in

these conditions operates with a hydrogen to electricity

conversion efficiency of 49%, consistent with values that can

be obtained in PEMs employed in similar applications [9e16].

The temperature profiles obtained in nominal conditions are

reported in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the temperature of the

cathodic air (Tc) progressively increases form 50 �C to 90 �Cdue
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Fig. 7 e Temperature distribution along the anode channel

(Ta) cathode channel (Tc) and solid structure (Ts) in case of

PEM operated in nominal conditions of 5000 A/m2 and fuel

utilization of 85%.

Table 4 e Influence of the assumed convective heat
exchange transfer coefficients (UI,II, UIII,IV, UIV,V, Uinf) on
the PEMmodel results. Reference case, as by Table 3, is in
bold.

UI,II, UIII,IV, UIV,V,
Uinf, J m

�2s�1K�1
PEM

voltage, V
PEM

efficiency, %
PEM air

flow, m3 s�1

100 0.793 53.8 7.24 � 10�04

150 0.774 52.5 7.53 � 10�04

200 0.751 50.9 7.88 � 10�04

250 0.728 49.4 8.22 3 10L04

300 0.706 47.9 8.54 � 10�04

350 0.686 46.5 8.85 � 10�04

400 0.666 45.2 9.13 � 10�04
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to the heat removed from the fuel cell. As a result the

temperature of the membrane (Ts) is maintained close to its

optimum operating range. Fig. 8 shows the PEM electrical

performance. The VOC decrease as a consequence of the

progressive reactant consumption according to Eq. (29). The

contribution of ohmic, concentration and activation polari-

zations (Eq. (28)) are evidenced. The resulting operating cell

voltageVcell is about 0.73 V. Finally Table 4 reports a sensitivity

analysis of the effect of the heat transfer coefficients (UI,II,

UIII,IV, UIV,V, Uinf) on the PEM results. In this preliminary study

they are fixed to 250 J m�2s�1K�1, based on reference literature

data [23e25]. It is shown that a variation from 100 to

400 J m�2s�1K�1results in a decrease of the operating voltage

form 0.79 to 0.67 V (second column of Table 4) and in a corre-

sponding reduction of the PEM efficiency from 54% to 45%

(third column). This in turn determines a progressive increase

of the air mass flow (fourth column) necessary to remove the

higher heat produced by the PEM. Given the significant influ-

ence on the PEM performances evidenced in this analysis, the

flow channel dimensions, the gas velocities and their effect on

the heat transfer coefficients need to be carefully evaluated in

the design of the system.
Fig. 8 e Open circuit potential VOC, and polarization losses

distribution in case of PEM operated in nominal conditions

of 5000 A/m2 and fuel utilization of 85%.
4.2. Air fan

The air fan was selected among commonly available market

products. Datasheet reference conditions are: volume flow
_Vref ¼ 6.5� 10�4 m3/s, rotational speed uref¼ 7000 rpm and net

power consumed Wref ¼ 0.255 W [29]. In nominal conditions

the air volume flow required to fix the cathode exit stream to

90 �C is _V ¼ 8.2 � 10�4 m3/s. The corresponding rotational

speed u ¼ 8824 rpm and power consumed W ¼ 0.511 W are

obtained following the rules of similitude for turbomachinery

u ¼ uref

_V
_Vref

(31)

W ¼ Wref

�
u

uref

�3

(32)

As shown in the system layout (Fig. 6), the fan motor PID

controller (J) varies the power supplied to the inverter-fed

motor that drives the air fan, thus changing the rotational

speed and the air mass flow to maintain the outlet tempera-

ture, measured by sensor N (Fig. 6), close to 90 �C.

From the power balance on the air fan shaft he have

J
vu

dt
¼ Wmotor

u
�W

u
(33)

where Wmotor is the power supplied by the electric motor that

drives the fan (PID controller output), W is the power neces-

sary to drive the fan at a given speed according to Eq. (32) and J

is the momentum of inertia.

Thus the dynamic equation of the air fan speed is obtained

by substituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (33):

J
vu

dt
¼ Wmotor

u
�Wref

u3
ref

u2 (34)

Given mass and dimensions of the air fan [29] the

momentum of inertia was estimated to be 5 � 10�7 kg m2.
4.3. Fuel reservoir

Different solution can be adopted for H2 storage. These

include high pressure bottles, various types of hydrogen

chemical carriers (methanol, ammonia) reversible and non-

reversible metal hydride [30]. The solution considered here

is the hydrolysis of lithium hydride (a non reversible or

chemical release metal hydride), as this option shows
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Table 5 e PIDs tuning parameters.

Variable Fan motor
PID controller

Fuel valve
PID controller

Proportional gain 3.2 20

Integral time 5 1

Derivative time 0 0.5
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significant mass savings compared to compressed hydrogen

[31]. This option produces hydrogen on demand through

hydrolysis of lithium hydride and water according to the

chemical reaction [31]:

LiH þ H2O / LiOH þ H2

The reaction is shown to be relatively simple to design,

construct and control. In an earlier analysis carried out by the

co-author [31] it was shown experimentally that by adopting

an active feedback control system it is possible to control the

lithium hydride release and maintain the lithium hydride

chamber at a fixed pressure of 1.1� 0.01 bar. It is assumed that

a similar apparatus is employed here so that from a modeling

point of view the H2 storage can be simulated as a tank kept at

the fixed pressure of 1.1 bar.
4.4. Fuel valve

The fuel valve reduces the H2 pressure to 1.02 bar at anode

channel inlet. The model assumes that the pressure drop DP

across the valve is related to hydrogen mole flow MH2 and the

flow coefficient Cv according to the following general

equation:

MH2 ¼ CvX
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rDP

p
(35)

where X is the degree of opening of the valve (X ¼ 0 when the

valve is closed, X ¼ 1 when full opened). The fuel valve PID

controller operates on the valve opening position X to main-

tain the fuel utilization to 85%. The fuel utilization is

defined as

Uf ¼
i
2F
MH2

$100 (36)

where the fuel mole flow MH2 and the cell current i are

measured by sensors M and L respectively (Fig. 6). Any inertia

of the valve mechanism is neglected so that the valve opening

reaches instantly the opening value X set by the PID.
Table 6 e Sensitivity analysis on the effect of the number
of fuel cell intervals on the accuracy of the results. Cell
voltages refers to the steady-state nominal conditions as
by Table 3.

Number of intervals Cell voltage, V Expected error, %

4 0.863 18.9

5 0.833 14.7

6 0.814 12.1

10 0.799 10.1

15 0.773 6.5

20 0.760 4.7

50 0.738 1.7

100 0.731 0.7

200 0.728 0.3

400 0.726 e
4.5. Heater-humidifier

Tomaintain themembrane well hydrated the fuel inlet flow is

fed into the anode channel in condition of 100% RH at 75 �C.
Liquid water for humidification is assumed to be supplied

from an external source and is then injected into the H2 flow

and evaporated through the heater/humidifier. The heat

required for the H2O evaporation is provided through elec-

tricity supplied by the auxiliary battery. Thus to reduce the

size of the auxiliary battery, part of the requested heat is

recovered by cooling the cathode exit stream from 90 �C to

80 �C (in nominal conditions). It is worth to note that part of

the water necessary for the fuel humidification as well as for

the hydrolysis of lithium hydride can also be recovered from

the cell outlet streams. This option, with a slight complication

of the BoP, carries the advantage of a reduced size of the H2O

storage which however results to be a secondary aspect in the

present application.
4.6. Auxiliary battery

An overall energy of 330 Wh is necessary to run the auxiliary

components of the system for 48 h. The resulting battery

based on Li-ion technology hasmass and volume of 2.4 kg and

0.94 lit respectively. It is worth noting that about 93% of the

BoP energy consumption is due to the heater/humidifier.

5. Results and discussion

Numerical simulations of the system layout shown in Fig. 6 are

carried out by applying to the fuel cell the load profile shown in

Fig. 5. The aim of this analysis is to determine an effective

control strategy that allows the fuel cell to operate under load

changes in optimized conditions with fuel utilization of 85%

and with the cathode outlet temperature close to the nominal

value of 90 �C. To this purpose the controllers parameters re-

ported inTable 5 have beendetermined bymanual tuning. The

manual tuningmethod used to obtain values for the controller

uses ZieglereNichols tuning method as a starting point.

However there are key differences in the controller processes

that require additional modifications. Initially all tuning

parameters for the fan controller are set to zero and the ulti-

mate gain is determined to calculateKp (proportional gain) and

Ki (integral time), using a PI controller as per the Zie-

glereNicholsmethod.However for this study, there is frequent

source of external disturbance due to the stochastic, high and

varying power demands, that in turn results in unacceptably

high temperature oscillations in the system. This requires

increasing the Ki value much higher than ZieglereNichols

would suggests to eliminate or further reduce the steady-state

errors caused by external disturbances quickly. Under ideal

conditions where there is no external disturbance, increasing

Ki further would eliminate steady state errors, however in this

situation, this will only minimize error due to accumulated
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Fig. 9 e Fuel cell power (a), current density (b) and voltage (c) time profiles.
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external disturbances. Tuning of both these parameters was

sufficient to meet the fan controller control goal of þ/� 3 �C
most of the time. A similar process was followed for obtaining

a fuelvalvecontroller. First thegainwasset to theultimategain

and all other parameters were zeroed to determine Kp and Ki

according to ZieglereNichols for a PI controller. Using the

ZieglereNichols values for a PI control it was observed caused

some instability during our testing. Therefore, the Kd (deriva-

tive time) value was tuned until the observed instability was

eliminated. While both manual tuning approaches show

acceptable controller performance for the given study, these

parameters are subject to change if there is a substantial

difference in the disturbance profile (i.e. oscillations in input

load). However once a different disturbance profile is identi-

fied, then the process is straightforward to once again tune the

controller parameters. In fact the ease with which these

controllers can be tuned suggests, this could be implemented

as an online algorithm that would perform automatic adjust-

ment of the controller parameters, particularly Ki (integral

time) and Kd (derivative time) when the fan temperatures

oscillates above the þ/� 3 �C.
Table 6 reports the accuracy of the simulations as a func-

tion of the number of intervals in which the fuel cell domain is

divided in the axial direction (i.e. along the cell).1 Although

a high number of intervals is beneficial to the accuracy of the

calculation, a trade off is necessary to achieve an acceptable

computational time. In the present analysis it was chosen to
1 Previous steady state calculations (results in Figs. 2e4, 7 and 8)
are carried out considering the unit cell divided into 250 intervals.
A further increase of the number of intervals has negligible
effects on the accuracy of the results.
use 10 intervals in order to keep below 50 h the computational

time required for the 0.5 h real time simulation.2 An Euler

implicit integrator method with variable time step was

adopted. According to Table 6 the expected error on the fuel

cell voltage and power is about 10%.

Results of the simulations are reported in Figs. 9e11 sug-

gesting the following comments:

- the current profile (Fig. 9b) follows the varying load power

(Fig. 9a) with maximum and minimum value of 7300 and

4100 A/m2 respectively. As expected, the voltage under-

shoots and overshoots (Fig. 9c) are opposite to those of the

current. Notably the voltage drops below 0.7 V only for a few

seconds, maintaining its value in a desirable operating

range, as far as the degradation of the cell is concerned.

- the valve opening regulated by the PID fuel valve (Fig. 10b)

allows the fuel utilization to varywithin�1% of the set point

value of 85% (Fig. 10a).

- similarly, Fig. 11a shows that the cathodic outlet tempera-

ture is effectively controlledbyvarying thepower supplied to

the air fan (controller output of the fan motor PID, Fig. 11b)

thus regulating the rotational speed (Fig. 11c) and the

cathodic air flow according to Eqs. (31)e(33). This results in

avariationwithin�3 �Cof thesetpointvalueof90 �Cformost

of the time. The only exception occurs at sec 1530 where the

load abruptly decreases from 84 to 65 W in 4 s resulting in

a drop of temperature to a minimum value of 83 �C. As

a consequence the controller acts with a rapid reduction of

the power supplied to the air fan (Fig. 11b) causing a reduc-

tion of its speed (Fig. 11c). This in turn determines a peak of
2 All runs were performed on a PC with 2.4 GHz and 2 GB RAM.
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Fig. 10 e Effect of the fuel valve opening (b) (controller output of the fuel valve PID) on the PEM fuel utilization (a).
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97 �C, in correspondence to the subsequent increaseofpower

load. Nonetheless, after the two temperature peaks, the set

point temperature of 90 �C is reached in about 18 s and the

overall period where the temperature exceeds the limit of

�3 �C of the nominal value is less than 50 s.
5.1. Expected fuel cell life and comparison with battery
back up power supply

The backup power supply considered in this study, under the

stated operating conditions could, according to co-author’s
Fig. 11 e Effect of the air fan power (b) (controller output of the a

outlet temperature (a).
model on PEM fuel cell catalyst degradation [32], operate for

approximately 13,000 h of continuous operation. However it is

expected that a backup power supply would be used very

infrequently, with a worst case of 48 h of continuous usage at

a time. Assuming the fuel cells have to be started and stopped

every time, then the net fuel cell start/stop cycle life is ex-

pected to be about 200 [33], with 48 h of operating time during

each cycle, giving an operational life of 9600 h over 200 start/

stop cycles.

In contrast, battery backup power supplies are limited

because they need to be constantly charged by external power

sources, until its used. Current silver zinc and lithium ion
ir fan PID) on the air fan speed (c) and on the PEM cathode
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batteries typically have to be replaced after 2e3 years,

regardless of whether it ever intervened and provided backup

power. In contrast, a fuel cell backup power supply in theory

has a life of 200 such interventions. Scenarios inwhich there is

short but frequent power cuts, a battery backup power supply

might be the best option. However when there is long but

infrequent power cuts, the fuel cell backup power supply

offers a better solution than conventional batteries.
6. Conclusions

This paper reports the study of a mobile power backup for

uninterruptable power units based on a PEM fuel cell. A

preliminary design of the main components is carried out in

view of an operating time of 48 h. In this system the fuel cell is

fed by pure hydrogen taken from a lithium hydride hydrogen

storage while ambient air is supplied to the cathode by an air

fan moved by the inverter-fed electric motor. A dynamic

model of the system including the PEM fuel cell and the rele-

vant component of the balance of plant is developed and

implemented in Aspen Custom Modeler. The fuel cell is

modeled through a finite difference approachwheremass and

energy balance equations are applied locally together with the

pertinent equations of the electrochemical model yielding the

profiles of any relevant thermodynamic and electrochemical

cell variable.

The actual electricity load of a computer file server (HP

EX490 MediaSmart Server) was experimentally measured by

a power measurement device over a period of 0.5 h and

applied to the fuel cell model. Dynamic and control simula-

tions are carried out including use of two PIDs controllers in

the system: one acting on the fuel valve opening to maintain

a constant fuel utilization factor of 85% and the other regu-

lating the power supplied to the air fan motor, thus varying

the cathode air inlet mass flow to control the outlet temper-

ature of the cathode stream to the set point value of 90 �C.
Results of the simulations shows that with an appropriate

choice of the PID’s setting parameters, obtained through hand

tuning, we obtained a robust control system that maintains

the variables within the desired set point targets with

acceptable oscillations. In particular the valve opening regu-

lated by the PID fuel valve allows the fuel utilization to vary

within �1% of the set point value of 85% while the cathodic

outlet temperature is effectively controlled by varying the

power supplied to the air fan, resulting in a variation within

�3 �C of the set point value of 90 �C for most of the time.
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Notation

ak water activity in channel k
Ci,j molar concentration of component i in sub-volume j,

mol m�3

cp specific heat capacity, J kg�1$K�1

Cv valve flow coefficient

cw,k water concentration at k interface of the membrane,

mol m�3

D diffusion coefficient in diffusion layer, m2 s�1

D0 intradiffusion coefficient ofwater inmembrane,m2 s�1

D* diffusion coefficient of water in membrane, m2 s�1

ei specific internal energy of channel i, J mol�1

F Faraday’s constant, C mol�1

Hi height of sub-volume i, m

hi specific enthalpy of channel i, J mol�1

hi,j specific enthalpy of specie i at condition of channel j,

J mol�1

I current, A

j0 exchange current density, A m�2

j local current density A m�2

J momentum of inertia, kg m2

kp water permeability, m2

L length of the fuel cell, m

mcool, mI coolant mass flow, kg s�1

nd electro-osmotic coefficient of water in membrane

(molecules/protons)

Mi molar flow rate of species i, mol s�1

Mv
w,k molar flow rate of water vapor in k channel, mol s�1

MEA Membrane Electrode Assemblies

OCV Open Circuit Potential

P pressure, bar

Pw,k water partial pressure in channel k, bar

Qconv convective thermal power, kJ s�1

R gas constant, J mol�1 K�1

RH relative humidity

t time, s

tm membrane thickness, m

T temperature, K

u velocity, m s�1

U heat transfer coefficient, Jm2 s�1 K�1

Uf fuel utilization

UPS Uninterruptable Power Supply

V0 open circuit potential in standard conditions, V

Vcell cell operating potential, V

VOC open circuit potential, V
_V volume flow, m3 s�1

x axial coordinate

xw,k molar fraction of water in vapour phase in k channel

X degree of fuel valve opening

W power, W; width, m

Wm,dry membrane dry weight, kg kmol�1

Greek letters

a ratio of water molecules per Hþ proton flux,

molecules/proton

d diffusion layer thickness, m

l thermal conductivity, J m�1 s�1 K�1

m water viscosity, kg m�1 s�1

u rotational speed, rad s�1

r density, kg m�3

rm,dry dry membrane density, kg m�3

sm membrane conductivity, U�1m�1
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Subscripts

a anode

av average

c cathode

el electric

inf surroundings

ref reference

s solid phase

Superscripts

0 cell inlet condition

sat saturation
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